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NUCLEAR EQUATION OF STATEAND SPECTRAL FUNCTIONS�W.H. Dikhoffa;b and E.P. RothbaLaboratory of Theoretial Physis, University of GentProeftuinstraat 86, 9000 Gent, BelgiumbDepartment of Physis, Washington UniversitySt. Louis, Missouri 63130, USA(Reeived Deember 11, 2001)An overview is given of the theoretial work on nuleon spetral fun-tions in �nite nulei. The onsequenes of the observed spetral strengthdistribution are then onsidered in the ontext of the nulear-matter satu-ration problem. Arguments are presented suggesting that short-range or-relations are mainly responsible for the atual value of the observed hargedensity in 208Pb and by extension for the empirial value of the saturationdensity of nulear matter. This observation ombined with the general un-derstanding of the spetrosopi strength suggests that a renewed study ofnulear matter, emphasizing the self-onsistent determination of the spe-tral strength due to short-range and tensor orrelations, may shed light onthe perennial nulear saturation problem. First results using suh a shemeare presented. Arguments are disussed that larify the role of long-rangeorrelations and their relevane for nulear saturation.PACS numbers: 21.10.Jx, 21.65.+f1. IntrodutionDuring the last �fteen years onsiderable progress has been made inlarifying the limits of the nulear mean-�eld piture. The primary toolin exhibiting these limits in a quantitative fashion has been provided bythe (e; e0p) reation [1�4℄. In this paper the status of the theoretial un-derstanding of the spetrosopi fators that have been dedued from theanalysis of this reation will be brie�y reviewed. The qualitative features ofthe strength distribution an be understood by realizing that a onsiderablemixing ours between hole states and two-hole one-partile (2h1p) states.� Presented at the XXVII Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e, Poland,September 2�9, 2001. (65)



66 W.H. Dikhoff, E.P. RothThis leads to the observed fragmentation pattern whih exhibits a singlepeak for valene hole states near the Fermi energy, albeit with a redutionof the strength by about 35% [1-4℄. A broadly fragmented strength distribu-tion is observed for more deeply bound states whih also sums to about 65%of the strength. This strong fragmentation is due to the strong oupling ofthese single-hole states to 2h1p states and the aompanying small energydenominators. For quantitative results one also requires the inlusion ofshort-range and tensor orrelations. First, this leads to a global depletionof mean-�eld orbitals whih ranges from 10% in light nulei to about 15%in heavy nulei and nulear matter [5,6℄. Seond, this depletion e�et mustbe ompensated by the admixture of high-momentum omponents in theground state. Suh high-momentum nuleons have not yet been unambigu-ously identi�ed experimentally using the (e; e0p) reation. The searh forsuh high-momentum omponents in valene hole states has not been su-essful [7,8℄ as was predited by preeding theoretial work [9℄. More detailson some of these issues will be disussed in Set. 2.A reent publiation [10℄ has hallenged the onventional interpretationof the (e; e0p) reation with regard to valene hole states. This hallengeonsists in questioning the validity of the onstany of the spetrosopifator as a funtion of the four-momentum Q2, transferred by the virtualphoton to the knoked-out nuleon. While the theoretial de�nition of thespetrosopi fator is unambiguously independent of the probe, it is worthstudying the desription of the data at higher Q2 in a onsistent manner.In Ref. [11℄ this approah is outlined for the desription of a reent JLabexperiment [12℄. An eikonal desription of the �nal-state-interation [13℄was ombined with previous results for the quasihole wave funtions ob-tained for 16O [14℄ whih were employed for the desription [15℄ of a lowQ2 experiment performed at NIKHEF [16℄. The absorption of the outgoingproton was related to the absorption experiened by a nuleon with orre-sponding momentum in nulear matter. This information was obtained fromself-onsistent alulations for nuleon spetral funtions disussed in moredetail below [17℄. The results at Q2 = 0:8(GeV=)2 [11℄ demonstrate thatthe same spetrosopi fators an be employed for a suessful desriptionof the JLab experiment [12℄ and the earlier NIKHEF data [16℄ on�rmingthe usual interpetation of the (e; e0p) reation.The information about the spetral strength distribution provides newmotivation to onsider the �energy� or �Koltun� sum rule [18,19℄. In prin-iple, one an observe that a perfet agreement of the theoretial strengthwith the experimental one, at all energies and all momenta, must yield aorrespondingly good agreement for the energy per partile, provided three-body fores are not too important. The importane of the ontribution ofhigh-momentum nuleons, whih sofar have not been observed diretly, to



Nulear Equation of State and Spetral Funtions 67the energy per partile has already been pointed out in [14℄. In addition, wewill argue in Set. 3 that the atual value of the nulear saturation density isdominated by the e�ets of short-range (and tensor) orrelations (SRC). Re-ent experimental work supports this laim. Based on these onsiderations,it is argued that a renewed study of the nulear satuation problem is in or-der. Speial emphasis on SRC will be utilized and all possible ontributionsof long-range orrelations disarded. First results of this omputationallydemanding sheme will be disussed in some detail in Set. 4. Finally, someonlusions are presented in Set. 5.2. Status of theoretial results for spetrosopi strengthExlusive experiments, involving the removal of a proton from the nu-leus whih is indued by a high-energy eletron that is deteted in oini-dene with the removed proton, have given aess to absolute spetrosopifators assoiated with quasihole states for a wide range of nulei [1�4℄. Theexperimental results indiate that the removal of single-partile (sp) strengthfor quasihole states near the Fermi energy orresponds to about 65%. Thespetrosopi fators obtained in these experiments an be diretly relatedto the sp Green's funtion of the system whih is given byG(�; �;!) = Xm 
	A0 �� a� ��	A+1m � 
	A+1m �� ay� ��	A0 �! � (EA+1m �EA0 ) + i�+Xn 
	A0 �� ay� ��	A�1n � 
	A�1n �� a� ��	A0 �! � (EA0 �EA�1n )� i� : (1)This representation of the Green's funtion is referred to as the Lehmann-representation and involves the exat eigenstates and orresponding energiesof the A- and A� 1-partile systems. Both the addition and removal ampli-tude for a partile from (to) the ground state of the system with A partilesmust be onsidered in Eq. (1). Only the removal amplitude has diret rele-vane for the analysis of the (e; e0p) experiments. The spetrosopi fatorfor the removal of a partile in the sp orbit �, while leaving the remainingnuleus in state n, is then given byzn� = ��
	A�1n �� a� ��	A0 ���2 ; (2)whih orresponds to the ontribution to the numerator of the seond sumin Eq. (1) of state n for the ase � = �. Another important quantity is thespetral funtion assoiated with sp orbit �. The part related to the removalof partiles, or hole spetral funtion, is given bySh(�; !) =Xn ��
	A�1n �� a� ��	A0 ���2 Æ(! � (EA0 �EA�1n )) ; (3)



68 W.H. Dikhoff, E.P. Rothwhih orresponds to the imaginary part of the diagonal elements of thepropagator and haraterizes the strength distribution of the sp state � as afuntion of energy in the A� 1-partile system. From this quantity one antherefore obtain another key ingredient that gauges the e�et of orrelations,namely the oupation numbern(�) = "FZ�1 d! Sh(�; !) = 
	A0 �� ay�a� ��	A0 � : (4)In the experimental analysis for the quasihole states the quantum number� is related to the Woods-Saxon potential required to both reprodue theorret energy of the hole state as well as the shape of the orresponding(e; e0p) ross setion for the partiular transition under onsideration. Theremaining parameter required to �t the data then beomes the spetrosopifator assoiated with this transition. In this analysis the redution of the�ux assoiated with the sattering of the outgoing proton is inorporatedby the use of empirial optial potentials desribing elasti proton-nuleussattering data. Experiments on 208Pb result in a spetrosopi fator of 0.65for the removal of the last 3s1=2 proton [2℄. Additional information about theoupation number of this orbit an be obtained by analyzing elasti eletronsattering ross setions of neighboring nulei [20℄. The oupation numberfor the 3s1=2 proton orbit obtained from this analysis is about 10% largerthan the quasihole spetrosopi fator [21,22,2℄. A reent analysis of the(e; e0p) reation on 208Pb in a wide range of missing energies and for missingmomenta below 270 MeV/ yields information on the oupation numbers ofall the more deeply-bound proton orbitals. The data suggest that all thesedeeply-bound orbits are depleted by the same amount of about 15% [23,24℄.The properties of the experimental strength distributions an be un-derstood on the basis of the oupling between single-hole states and 2h1pstates. This implies that a proper inlusion of this oupling in the low-energydomain is required in theoretial alulations that aim at reproduing theexperimental distribution of the strength. Suh alulations have been su-essfully performed for medium-heavy nulei [25�27℄. Indeed, alulationsfor the strength distribution for the removal of protons from 48Ca demon-strate that an exellent qualitative agreement with the experimental resultsis obtained when the oupling of the single-hole states to low-lying olle-tive states is taken into aount [27℄. This oupling is taken into aountby alulating the mirosopi RPA phonons and then onstruting the or-responding self-energy. The solution of the Dyson equation then providesthe theoretial strength distribution [6℄. By adding the additional depletiondue to SRC, a quantitative agreement an be obtained although no expliitalulation for these nulei inluding both e�ets has been performed to



Nulear Equation of State and Spetral Funtions 69date. The orresponding oupation numbers alulated for this nuleusalso indiate that the in�uene of olletive low-lying states, assoiated withlong-range orrelations, on the oupation numbers is on�ned to sp statesin the immediate viinity of the Fermi level [27℄. The experimental infor-mation on oupation numbers in 208Pb [23,24℄ suggests therefore that theobserved depletion for deeply bound states is essentially only due to SRCas will be further disussed in Set. 3. The desription of the spetrosopistrength in 16O is not as suessful [28℄ on aount of the omplexity ofthe low-energy struture of this nuleus. Although the results of Ref. [28℄demonstrate the importane of long-range orrelations for this nuleus, the�nal results for the p-quasihole strength is still 0.2 above the data [16℄ whihyield about 0.6 for the orresponding spetrosopi fators. It should benoted that the inlusion of SRC only yields a 10% redution of the strength[9,14℄, while enter-of-mass orretions raise these spetrosopi fators byabout 7% [29℄. Attempts to desribe the proper inlusion of mirosopipartile-partile and partile-hole phonons in a Faddeev approah for thisnuleus are urrently in progress [30,31℄. The Faddeev approah is nees-sary sine the naive idea of adding the ontribution to the self-energy ofpartile-partile and partile-hole phonons while subtrating the ommonseond-order term fails. This failure is partiularly salient in �nite systemssine near the poles of the seond-order self-energy no proper solution of theDyson equation an be obtained [30℄.For a quantitative understanding it is also neessary to aount for theappearane of sp strength at high momenta as a diret re�etion of the in-�uene of SRC. These high-momentum nuleons make up an important partof the missing strength that has been doumented in (e; e0p) experiments.Results for 16O [9,14℄ orroborate the expeted oupation of high-momentabut put their presene at high missing energy. This an be understood interms of the admixture of a high-momentum nuleon requiring 2h1p stateswhih must aomodate this momentum maintaining momentum onserva-tion. Sine two-hole states ombine to small total pair momenta, one nees-sarily needs a high-momentum nuleon (of about equal and opposite valueto the omponent to be admixed) with orresponding high exitation energy.As a result, one expets to �nd high-momentum omponents predominantlyat high missing energy. Reent experiments at JLab are aimed at a quanti-tative assessment of the strength distribution of these high-momentum nu-leons [32℄. A suessful determination of this experimental strength would�nally omplete the searh for all the protons in the nuleus. So far, onlylittle more than 80% of them have been identi�ed for 208Pb [23℄.



70 W.H. Dikhoff, E.P. Roth3. Considerations regarding saturation propertiesof nulear matterWe will now fous on the onsequenes of the results disussed in theprevious setion. We start by arguing that the empirial saturation den-sity of nulear matter is dominated by SRC. As disussed earlier, a reentanalysis of the (e; e0p) reation on 208Pb up to 100 MeV missing energy and270 MeV/ missing momenta indiates that all deeply bound orbits are de-pleted by the same amount of about 15% [23,24℄. This global depletion ofthe sp strength in about the same amount for all states as observed for 208Pbwas antiipated [5,33℄ on the basis of the experiene that has been obtainedwith alulating oupation numbers in nulear matter with the inlusion ofSRC [34,35℄. Suh alulations suggest that about 15% of the sp strengthin heavy nulei is removed from the Fermi sea leading to the oupation ofhigh-momentum states. This global depletion of mean-�eld orbitals an beinterpreted as a lear signature of the in�uene of SRC. In turn, these resultsre�et on one of the key quantities determining nulear saturation empiri-ally. Elasti eletron sattering from 208Pb [36℄ learly pinpoints the valueof the entral harge density in this nuleus. By multiplying this number byA=Z one obtains the relevant entral density of heavy nulei, orrespondingto 0.16 nuleons/fm3 or kF = 1:33 fm�1. Sine the presene of nuleonsat the enter of a nuleus is on�ned to s nuleons, and their depletion isdominated by SRC, one may onlude that the atual value of the satura-tion density of nulear matter must also be losely linked to the e�ets ofSRC. While this argument is partiularly appropriate for the deeply bound1s1=2 and 2s1=2 protons, it ontinues to hold for the 3s1=2 protons whih aredepleted predominantly by short-range e�ets (up to 15%) and by at most10% due to long-range orrelations [2,21,22℄.The binding energy of nulei or nulear matter usually inludes onlymean-�eld ontributions to the kineti energy when the alulations arebased on perturbative shemes like the hole-line expansion [37℄. With thepresene of high-momentum omponents in the ground state it beomesrelevant to ask what the real kineti and potential energy of the system looklike in terms of the sp strength distributions. This theoretial result [18,19℄has the general formEA0 = 
	A0 �� Ĥ ��	A0 � = 12 X�� h�jT j�in�� + 12 X� "FZ�1 d! !Sh(�; !) (5)in the ase when only two-body interations are involved. In this equation,n�� is the one-body density matrix element whih an be diretly obtainedfrom the sp propagator. Obvious simpli�ations our in this result for the



Nulear Equation of State and Spetral Funtions 71ase of nulear matter due to momentum onservation. A deliate balaneexists between the repulsive kineti-energy term and the attrative ontri-bution of the seond term in Eq. (5) whih samples the sp strength weightedby the energy !. When realisti spetral distributions are used to alulatethese quantities in �nite nulei unexpeted results emerge [14℄. Suh al-ulations for 16O indiate that the ontribution of the quasihole states toEq. (5), omprises only 37% of the total energy leaving 63% for the ontin-uum terms that represent the spetral strength assoiated with the ouplingto low-energy 2h1p states. The latter ontributions exhibit the presene ofhigh-momentum omponents in the nulear ground state. Although thesehigh momenta aount for only 10% of the partiles in 16O, their ontribu-tion to the energy is extremely important. These results demonstrate theimportane of treating the dressing of nuleons in �nite nulei in determiningthe binding energy per partile. It is therefore reasonable to onlude thata areful study of SRC inluding the full fragmentation of the sp strengthis neessary for the alulation of the energy per partile in �nite nulei.Suh onsiderations for nulear matter have been available for some timeas well [38℄. Inluding fragmentation of the sp strength has the additionaladvantage that agreement with data from the (e; e0p) reation [32℄ an beused to gauge the quality of the theoretial desription in determining theenergy per partile. This argument an be turned inside out by noting thatan exat representation of the spetrosopi strength must lead to the or-ret energy per partile aording to Eq. (5) in the ase of the dominane oftwo-body interations. Clearly this perspetive an only beome ompleteupon the suessful analysis of high-momentum omponents in the (e; e0p)reation [32℄.Returning to the saturation problem in nulear matter, it is importantto omment on the reent suess of the Catania group in determining thenulear saturation urve inluding three hole-line ontributions [37℄. Thesealulations demonstrate that a good agreement is obtained at the threehole-line level between alulations that start from di�erent presriptions forthe auxiliary potential. Sine the ontribution of the three hole-line termsare signi�ant but indiate reasonable onvergene properties ompared tothe two hole-line ontribution, one may assume that these results provide anaurate representation of the energy per partile as a funtion of density forthe ase of only nonrelativisti nuleons. The saturation density obtainedin this reent work orresponds to kF = 1:565 fm�1 with a binding energyof �16:18 MeV. The onlusion appears to be appropriate that additionalphysis in the form of three-body fores or the inlusion of relativisti e�etsis neessary to repair this obvious disrepany with the empirial saturationproperties.



72 W.H. Dikhoff, E.P. RothBefore agreeing with this onlusion it is useful to remember that threehole-line ontributions inlude a third-order ring diagram. The agreement ofthree hole-line alulations with advaned variational alulations [39℄ fur-ther emphasizes the notion that important aspets of long-range orrelationsare inluded in both these alulations. This onlusion an also be based onthe observation that hypernetted hain alulations e�etively inlude ring-diagram ontributions to the energy per partile although averaged over theFermi sea [40℄. The e�et of these long-range orrelations on nulear satura-tion properties is not small and an be illustrated by quoting expliit resultsfor three- and four-body ring diagrams [41℄. These results for the Reid poten-tial [42℄, inluding only nuleons, demonstrate that these ring-diagram termsare dominated by attrative ontributions involving pion quantum numberspropagating around the rings. Furthermore, these ontributions inrease inimportane with inreasing density. Inluding the possibility of the ouplingof these pioni exitation modes to �-hole states in these ring diagrams leadsto an additional large inrease in the binding with inreasing density [41℄.Alternatively, these terms involving �-isobars an also be onsidered as on-tributions due to three- and four-body fores in the spae of only nuleons.The importane of these long-range ontributions to the binding energy isof ourse related to the possible appearane of pion ondensation at highernulear density. These long-range pion-exhange dominated ontributionsto the binding energy appear beause of onservation of momentum in nu-lear matter. For a given momentum q arried by a pion around a ringdiagram, one is able to sample oherently the attrative interation that ex-ists for values of q above 0.7 fm�1. All ring diagrams ontribute oherentlywhen the interation is attrative and one may therefore obtain huge on-tributions at higher densities whih re�et the importane of this olletivepion-propagation mode [43℄.No suh olletive pion-degrees of freedom are atually observed in �nitenulei. A substantial part of the explanation of this fat is provided by theobservation that in �nite nulei both the attrative and repulsive parts ofthe pion-exhange interation are sampled before a build-up of long-rangeorrelations an be ahieved. Sine these ontributions very nearly aneleah other, whih is further failitated by the inreased relevane of exhangeterms [44℄, one does not see any marked e�et on pion-like exited states innulei assoiated with long-range pion degrees of freedom even when �-holestates are inluded [45℄. It seems therefore reasonable to all into questionthe relevane of these oherent long-range pion-exhange ontributions to thebinding energy per partile in nulear matter. Sine the atual saturationproperties of nulei appear to be dominated by SRC, as disussed above, aritial test of this idea may be to alulate nulear saturation propertiesfousing solely on the ontribution of SRC. The reent experimental results



Nulear Equation of State and Spetral Funtions 73disussed above demand furthermore that the dressing of nuleons in nulearmatter is taken into aount in order to be onsistent with the extensiveolletion of experimental data from the (e; e0p) reation that have beomeavailable in reent years. The self-onsistent alulation of nuleon spetralfuntions obtained from the ontribution to the nuleon self-energy of ladderdiagrams whih inlude the propagation of these dressed partiles, ful�llsthis requirement. Some details of this sheme will be disussed in the nextsetion together with the �rst results [17,11℄.4. Self-onsistently dressed nuleons in nulear matterIt is straightforward to write down the equation that involves the alu-lation of the e�etive interation in nulear matter obtained from the sumof all ladder diagrams while propagating fully dressed partiles. This resultis given in a partial wave representation by the following equationhkj� JSTLL0 (K;
) ��k0� = hkj V JSTLL0 (K;
) ��k0�+XL00 1Z0 dq q2 hkjV JSTLL00 (K;
) jqi gIIf (q;K;
) hqj� JSTLL00 (K;
) ��k0� ;(6)where k; k0; and q denote relative and K the total momentum involved inthe interation proess. Disrete quantum numbers orrespond to total spin,S, orbital angular momentum, L;L0; L00, and the onserved total angularmomentum and isospin, J and T , respetively. The energy 
 and the totalmomentum K are onserved and at as parameters that haraterize thee�etive two-body interation in the medium. The ritial ingredient inEq. (6) is the noninterating propagator gIIf whih desribes the propagationof the partiles in the medium from interation to interation. For fullydressed partiles this propagator is given bygIIf (k1; k2;
) = 1Z"F d!1 1Z"F d!2 Sp(k1; !1)Sp(k2; !2)
 � !1 � !2 + i�� "FZ�1 d!1 "FZ�1 d!2 Sh(k1; !1)Sh(k2; !2)
 � !1 � !2 � i� ; (7)where individual momenta k1 and k2 have been used instead of total andrelative momenta as in Eq. (6). The dressing of the partiles is expressed inthe use of partile and hole spetral funtions, Sp and Sh, respetively. Thepartile spetral funtion, Sp, is de�ned as a partile addition probability



74 W.H. Dikhoff, E.P. Rothdensity in a similar way as the hole spetral funtion in Eq. (3) for removal.These spetral funtions take into aount that the partiles propagate withrespet to the orrelated ground state inorporating the presene of high-momentum omponents in the ground state. This treatment therefore pro-vides the orrelated version of the Pauli priniple and leads to substantialmodi�ation with respet to the Pauli priniple e�ets related to the freeFermi gas. This fat suggests that this orrelated version may also provide areasonable desription at higher densities sine the propagation of partilesis onsidered with respet to the orrelated ground state. The propaga-tor orresponding to the Pauli priniple of the free Fermi gas is obtainedfrom Eq. (7) by replaing the spetral funtions by strength distributionsharaterized by Æ-funtions as followsSp(k; !) = �(k � kF)Æ(! � "(k)) ;Sh(k; !) = �(kF � k)Æ(! � "(k)) : (8)This leads to the so-alled Galitski�Feynman propagator inluding hole�holeas well as partile�partile propagation of partiles haraterized by sp en-ergies "(k). Disarding the hole�hole propagation then yields the Brueknerladder diagrams with the usual Pauli operator for the free Fermi gas. Thee�etive interation obtained by solving Eq. (6) using dressed propagatorsan be used to onstrut the self-energy of the partile. With this self-energy the Dyson equation an be solved to generate a new inarnation ofthe dressed propagator. The proess an then be ontinued by onstrutinganew the dressed but noninterating two-partile propagator aording toEq. (7). At this stage, one an return to the ladder equation and so on untilself-onsisteny is ahieved for the omplete Green's funtion whih is thenlegitimately alled a self-onsistent Green's funtion.While this sheme is easy to present in equations and words, it is quiteanother matter to implement it. The reent aomplishment of implement-ing this self-onsisteny sheme [17℄ builds upon earlier approximate imple-mentations. The �rst nulear-matter spetral funtions were obtained fora semirealisti interation by employing mean-�eld propagators in the lad-der equation [46℄. Spetral funtions for the Reid interation were obtainedby still employing mean-�eld propagators in the ladder equation but withthe introdution of a self-onsistent gap in the sp spetrum to take intoaount the pairing instabilities obtained for a realisti interation [38,47℄.The �rst solution of the e�etive interation using dressed propagators wasobtained by employing a parametrization of the spetral funtions [48,49℄.The alulations employing dressed propagators in determining the e�e-tive interation demonstrate that at normal density one no longer runs intopairing instabilities on aount of the redued density of states assoiatedwith the redution of the strength of the quasipartile pole, zkF , from 1 in



Nulear Equation of State and Spetral Funtions 75the Fermi gas to 0.7 in the ase of dressed propagators. For two-partilepropagation this leads to a redution fator of z2kF orresponding to about0.5 that is strong enough to push even the pairing instability in the 3S1-3D1hannel to lower densities [49℄. The onsequenes for the sattering proessof interating partiles in nulear matter haraterized by phase shifts andross setions are also substantial and lead to a redution of the ross setionin a wide range of energies [49℄.The urrent implementation of the self-onsistent sheme for the propa-gator aross the summation of all ladder diagrams inludes a parametriza-tion of the imaginary part of the nuleon self-energy. Employing a repre-sentation in terms of two gaussians above and two below the Fermi energy,it is possible to aurately represent the nuleon self-energy as generatedby the ontribution of relative S-waves (and inluding the tensor ouplingto the 3D1 hannel) [17℄. Self-onsisteny at a density orresponding tokF = 1:36 fm�1 is ahieved in about ten iteration steps, eah involving aonsiderable amount of omputer time [17℄. A disrete version of this shemeis being implemented suessfully by the Gent group [50,51℄. It is importantto reiterate that suh shemes isolate the ontribution of SRC to the energyper partile whih is obtained from Eq. (5). An important result pertainingto this �seond generation� spetral funtions is shown in Fig. 1 related tothe emergene of a ommon tail at large negative energy for di�erent mo-

Fig. 1. Self-onsistent spetral funtions at kF = 1:36 fm�1. Single-partile mo-menta orresponding to k = 0 (solid), kF (dashed), and 2.1 fm�1 (dotted) areshown.



76 W.H. Dikhoff, E.P. Rothmenta. Suh a ommon tail was previously obtained at high energy [35℄ inthe partile domain as a signature of SRC. This ommon tail appears toplay a signi�ant role in generating some additional binding energy at lowerdensities ompared to onventional Bruekner-type alulations. At present,results for two densities orresponding to kF = 1:36 and 1.45 fm�1 have beenobtained. Self-onsisteny is ahieved for the ontribution of the 1S0 and3S1-3D1 hannels to the self-energy. The other partial wave ontributionshave been added separately. In pratie, higher partial waves are alwaysinluded in the orrelated Hartree-Fok ontribution. We have obtained ad-ditional ontributions for L = 2 and 3 from solutions of the dressed ladderequation after obtaining self-onsisteny with the dominant S waves. Theorresponding results for the binding energy have been obtained by averag-ing the parametrizations of the orresponding self-energies with and withoutthese higher-order terms for L = 2 and 3 partial waves. The di�erene be-tween these two results then provides us with a onservative estimate of thelak of self-onsisteny inluding these terms in higher partial waves. Thiserror estimate is inluded in Fig. 2 for the energy per partile alulatedfrom the energy (Koltun) sum rule in Eq. (5). These results suggest that itis possible to obtain reasonable saturation properties for nulear matter pro-vided one only inludes SRC in the determination of the equation of state.Based on the arguments presented in the previous setion, one should not betoo surprised with this result. Clearly, the assertion that long-range pion-

Fig. 2. The energy per partile alulated at two densities. The saturation den-sity for this self-onsistent Green's funtion alulation with the Reid potential ispossibly in agreement with the empirial result.



Nulear Equation of State and Spetral Funtions 77exhange ontributions to the energy per partile need not be onsidered inexplaining nulear saturation properties, needs to be further investigated.In pratie, this means that one needs to establish whether pion-exhangein heavy nulei already mimis the orresponding proess in nulear mat-ter. If this does not turn out to be the ase, the arguments for onsideringthe nulear-matter saturation problem only on the basis of the ontributionof SRC will be strenghtened onsiderably. Furthermore, one would thenalso expet that the ontribution of three-body fores [52℄ to the bindingenergy per partile in �nite nulei ontinues to be slightly attrative whenpartile number is inreased substantially beyond 10 [53℄. This point andthe previous disussion also suggest that there would be no further need forthe ad-ho repulsion added to three-body fores used to �t nulear-mattersaturation properties [54℄. 5. ConlusionsOne of the ritial experimental ingredients in larifying the nature ofnulear orrelations has only beome available over the last deade and ahalf. It is therefore not surprising that all shemes that have been devel-oped to alulate nulear-matter saturation properties are not based on theinsights that these experiments provide. One of the aims of the present pa-per is to remedy this situation. To this end we have started with a reviewof experimental data obtained from the (e; e0p) reation and orrespondingtheoretial results, that exhibit lear evidene that nuleons in nulei exhibitstrong orrelation e�ets. Based on these onsiderations and the suess ofthe theoretial alulations to aount for the qualitative features of the spstrength distributions, it is suggested that the dressing of nuleons must betaken into aount in alulations of the energy per partile. By identifyingthe dominant ontribution of SRC to the empirial saturation density, it isargued that these orrelations need to be emphasized in the study of nulearmatter. It is also argued that inlusion of long-range orrelations, espeiallythose involving pion propagation, leads to an unavoidable inrease in thetheoretial saturation density. Sine this olletivity in the pion hannel isnot observed in nulei, it is proposed that the orresponding orrelationsin nulear matter are not relevant for the study of nulear saturation andshould therefore be exluded from onsideration. A sheme whih ful�lls thisrequirement and inludes the propagation of dressed partiles, as requiredby experiment, is outlined. Suessful implementation of this sheme hasreently been demonstrated [17,51℄. First results demonstrate that thesenew alulations lead to substantially lower saturation densities than havebeen obtained in the past. The introdution of a �nulear-matter problem�whih fouses solely on the ontribution of SRC may therefore lead to newinsight into the long-standing problem of nulear saturation.
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